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Abstract: Enzensberger’s sustained engagement with Latin American thinkers
and literary forms was central to his attempts to shift the parameters of West German debates on literature and politics in the 1960 s. Attention to Latin American
exchanges and influences challenges simplistic criticisms of his Eurocentrism
and demonstrates how the novel cultural constellations that underlie Enzensberger’s genre innovation engender productive inroads into transatlantic comparative projects.

I have organized my contribution under the sign of the ‘encounter’ – a term used
by scholars of colonial Latin America to describe the conquest of the Americas
and the period of asymmetrical and violent cultural negotiations that followed.
Theorizing Eurocentrism and the coloniality of knowledge from a range of social
scientific and humanistic disciplines, Latin American critics frequently pair encuentro – a meeting or encounter, but also a clash – with the term desencuentro,
which we might translate as a missed encounter, impasse, or disagreement. Taking their lead, I seek to reposition Hans Magnus Enzensberger’s writings on Europe and Latin America by “thinking,” as Walter Mignolo writes, “from dichotomous concepts rather than ordering the world in dichotomies”.1 Even as an author
whose work was shaped by the dichotomies of anticolonial liberation and solida-

1 Walter D. Mignolo: Local Histories/Global Designs. Princeton/NJ Princeton University Press
2000, p. 85.
Note: This piece draws heavily on arguments advanced in my book, Revolutionary Subjects: German Literatures and the Limits of Aesthetic Solidarity with Latin America. Berlin: DeGruyter 2015. I
am grateful to have the opportunity to revisit them in this context.
Prof. Jamie H. Trnka, PhD, Xavier University, Department of Classics and Modern Languages,
3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45270 USA, E-Mail: trnkaj@xavier.edu
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rity movements, Enzensberger’s wide-ranging literary production seems to anticipate critical moves that parallel Mignolo’s decolonial “dichotomous concepts”.
As a form of knowledge production, literature is implicated in the coloniality
of knowledge; as a site for the creation and interpretation of worlds, it also manifests utopian potential. Literature is thus a key site for negotiating the indeterminacy of neocolonial encounters/dis-encounters that Enzenberger convoked in the
1960 s and 1970 s. With the challenges and possibilities engendered by the encounter/dis-encounter in mind, I shall revisit some of the mechanisms of comparison and translation that characterized Kursbuch’s transatlantic routes from the
journal’s inception in 1965 through 1970 to illuminate some of the way stations on
Enzensberger’s authorial trajectory. I’ll enumerate some key examples of his sustained engagement with Latin American thinkers and forms from the colonial to
the contemporary, and, in turn, how paraliterary writing from other times and
places motivated him to rethink genre in West Germany. In particular, I see in his
work of the late 1960 s a shift away from the factographic traditions that dominated West German documentary and towards a testimonial tradition that experienced a renaissance and codification in Latin America during the same period. In
closing, I elaborate on a few of the potential critical consequences of my observations for how we write national literary histories and new, world literary accounts of textual circulation.
To fully appreciate Enzensberger’s engagement with Latin America’s history,
politics, and literary inheritance requires a geocultural frame of analysis. Immanuel Wallerstein defines geoculture as “[a] term coined by analogy with geopolitics, not because it is supra-local or supra-national but because it represents the
cultural framework within which the world-system operates”.2 He underscores
that “geoculture does not come into existence automatically with the onset of a
world-system but rather has to be created”.3 Adjusting the scale of my analysis in
this way enables a reading of Enzenberger that more fully appreciates the scope of
his ambitious attempts to redefine literary authorship; to cultivate new tastes and
interests among West German reading publics; and, as an editor, a translator, and

2 Immanuel Wallerstein: Geopolitics and Geoculture: Essays on the Changing World-Cambridge/
UK: Cambridge University Press 1991, p. 11.
3 Immanuel Wallerstein: World-Systems Analysis: An Introduction. Durham/NC: Duke University
Press 2004, p. 93. As decolonial projects gain critical purchase in fields beyond Latin American
Studies, it bears noting that the modern/colonial world system shares much in common with Wallerstein’s attention to the scale and function of cultural production and of epistemologies in the
world system—even as Mignolo has gone to significant pains to differentiate it consign Wallerstein
to Eurocentrism. See for example Walter D. Mignolo: The Geopolitics of Knowledge and the Colonial Difference. In: South Atlantic Quarterly 101/1 (2002), pp. 57–96.
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a critic, to create novel constellations of international thinkers and realities. Attending to the complexity of his position relative West German debates, we open a
window onto the geographies of his generally positive reception in Latin America
and Spain. Learning that Enzensberger was not only influenced by Latin American authors but himself came to influence the likes of Salvadoran poet and revolutionary Roque Dalton, to name but one interlocutor, expands our purview as
scholars and prompts us as literary critics to embrace methods from adjacent
fields – the sociology of literature, translation studies, world and comparative
literature, to name just a few.4 My aims in this brief essay are necessarily more
modest, but this is the horizon toward which I see them unfolding.
Readings of his editor’s and translator’s prefaces, exemplary documentary
works, and unpublished reader reports to Suhrkamp all attest to Enzenberger’s
programmatic rethinking of literature in general and documentary in particular
through the lens of Latin America. Enzensberger’s earliest correspondence with
Peter Suhrkamp concerned plans for translations of Latin American avant-garde
poetry by the explicitly committed authors Pablo Neruda and César Vallejo.5 With
his preparation of a 1966 edition of the colonial chronicler Bartholomé de Las
Casas’s sixteenth-century text, Brief Account of the Devastation of the Indies,6 considered by many to be the very first example of testimonial writing in Latin America, Enzensberger expanded his generic focus to wrestle with the nature and vitality of documentary, and advocated for the translation and dissemination of
testimonial writing in the hopes of shifting the parameters of West German debates on genre and politics.
Sara Lennox has criticized Enzensberger’s introduction to Las Casas for “declaring that what Las Casas wrote was really about us,” and, consequently, exemplary of a Eurocentric phenomenon that she terms “Third Worldism”.7 Yet, when
placed in the context of editorial history and his contemporary research into and
advocacy for authors of testimony, something more is plainly indicated. From the

4 On his relationship with Dalton, see for example reflections on the occasion of his receipt of the
Asturias Award for Communications and the Humanities: David Hernández. Premio Príncipe de
Asturias al poeta alemán Enzensberger. In: El Ágora online: http://archivo.elfaro.net/anteriores/2
002/080502/secciones/agora/agora2.html (Last accessed 2 May 2019).
5 For further discussion see Jamie Trnka: Revolutionary Subjects: German Literatures and the Limits of Aesthetic Solidarity with Latin America. Berlin: DeGruyter 2015, esp. pp. 63–81.
6 Bartholomé de Las Casas: Kurzgefasster Bericht von der Verwüstung der westindischen Länder.
Ed. by: Hans Magnus Enzensberger, transl. by D. W. Andreä. Frankfurt/M.: Insel Verlag 1966.
7 Sara Lennox: Enzensberger, Kursbuch, and ‘Third Worldism’. The Sixties’ Construction of Latin
America. In: Sigrid Bauschinger/Susan Cocalis (eds.): Neue Welt—Dritte Welt: Interkulturelle Beziehungen Deutschlands zu Lateinamerika und der Karibik. Tübingen: Francke 1994, pp. 185–200,
here p. 189.
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various German translations at his disposal, Enzensberger chose D. W. Andreäs’s
1790 translation, which, as Susanne Zantop discusses in Colonial Fantasies, differed notably from earlier translations in restoring previously excised references
to German atrocities in the colonial Americas.8 In fact, parts of Las Casas’s text
were about Germans, and it was entirely appropriate that Enzensberger acknowledged this discussion of nationally specific colonial guilt and responsibility.
Extending questions of colonial guilt to discussions of neocolonialism and histories of genocidal devastation—explicitly in Latin America and Vietnam, but implicitly in Europe—he triangulated new and culturally distinct forms of witnessing
and accountability that corresponded to his interest in finding literary forms to
articulate new political possibilities and postures of solidarity. As a translator of
literature, but also and importantly of genre, Enzensberger worked to unsettle
and change the unarticulated assumptions concealed by familiar generic forms.9
In this sense, the turn to Las Casas was prescient, not only with an eye to work
in postcolonial German studies, but also Wallerstein’s more recent interest in the
colonial-era debate between Las Casas and the colonial apologist Juan Gínes de
Sepúlveda, which Wallerstein uses as a heuristic model for our contemporary debates about universal rights claims, cultural particularity, and globalization.10 For
my argument, it demonstrates Enzensberger’s serious, sustained attention to Latin America not simply as a site, cipher, or structural position for revolution, but
for the fullness of its intellectual traditions. When we privilege a narrative of disencounter over one of encounter, we as critics stop short of doing the same, limiting our ability to engage with Enzensberger’s project.
Enzensberger’s endeavors to promote West German translations of committed literature in general and testimonial forms in particular were eclipsed by the
emergence of an alternate, West German domestic canon of Latin American literature in translation, which focused on Boom authors including Octavio Paz and

8 Cf. Susanne Zantop: Colonial Fantasies. Conquest, Family, and Nation in Precolonial Germany.
Durham/NC/London: Duke University Press 1997, p. 23.
9 Describing his editorial vision for Kursbuch to collaborator and later co-editor Karl Markus Michel he wrote: “[...] die zeitschrift sollte durch die weigerung charakterisiert sein, geronnene gesten, tonfälle, haltungen zu akzeptieren, wie sie in den etablierten gattungen zum vorschein kommen, oder besser gesagt: wie sie sich darin verbergen. zb ist ‘die rezension’ ein genre und also
zweifelhaft, sie schleppt, als gattung, unausgesprochene voraussetzungen mit, die der revision
bedürfen.” Cited in: Henning Marmulla: Enzensbergers Kursbuch. Eine Zeitschrift um 68. Berlin:
Matthes & Seitz 2011, p. 76.
10 Cf. Immanuel Wallerstein: European Universalism: The Rhetoric of Power. New York/London:
The New Press 2006. Sepúlveda, contra Las Casas, asserted a colonial right to war against indigenous populations.
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Mario Vargas Llosa.11 In his own recommendations to then-editor Siegfried Unseld,
Enzensberger advocated for a much broader range of authors, including the then
lesser-known Edmundo Desnoes, Carolina María de Jesús, and Ricardo Pozas.12
And in the meantime, the Kursbuch dossier, which consisted almost entirely of
translated materials, introduced readers to testimonial forms unfamiliar to German
language literature—more often than not to texts for which Enzensberger himself
sought to create new audiences, and which became the stuff of his other projects. In
addition to excerpts from Miguel Barnet’s Biography of a Runaway Slave, the first
testimonio recognized by the influential Cuban cultural institute Casa de las Américas, he published “Manuela die Mexikanerin,” based on interviews conducted by
Cuban ethnologist Aida García Alonso, in Kursbuch 15 and 18, respectively.13 He
revisited both as part of his collection Der Weg ins Freie. Fünf Lebensläufe überliefert
von Hans Magnus Enzensberger (1970). Framing his literary work as transmission
(Überlieferung) rather than as translation (Übersetzung) prompts us to reflect further on what might have been at the heart of his transnational and translational
practice, namely, his recurrent engagement with source texts, generic practices,
and languages. The juxtaposition of testimonial texts to translations of political
texts by Fidel Castro, José Martí, and Carlos María Gutiérrez is highly suggestive of
the revolutionary weight he ascribed to testimonial forms and experiments.
Among the messages transmitted along Der Weg ins Freie, Enzensberger’s afterward emphatically extended his critique of West German documentary experiments as inadequate to the task of political literacy under the prevailing relations

11 As part of a series of exhibits celebrating the acquisition of the Suhrkamp-Insel archives, the
Literaturmuseum der Moderne in Marbach organized the exhibit “Cortázar, Onetti, Paz. Suhrkamps
großer Süden,” 11 June–3 October 2010. On the marketing and reception of the Boom in West Germany, see Meg H. Brown: The Reception of Spanish American Fiction in West Germany 1981–1991:
A Study of Best Sellers. Tübingen: Niemeyer 1994.
12 This list is by no means exhaustive. For these examples see letters from Hans Magnus Enzensberger [H.M.E.] to Siegfried Unseld from 6 April 1969, Siegfried Unseld Archiv [SUA], 1 May 1969, and
undated (presumably Fall 1969). Enzensberger’s description of a book he calls la favela [the slum]
and whose author he does not mention appears to be Carolina María de Jesús’s Quarto de Despejo
[Child of the Dark] (1960). Pozas was an influential anthropologist who wrote on indigenous peoples
of Chiapas; his work Juan Pérez Jolote. Biografía de un tzotlil (1952) has a clear testimonial character.
Desnoes’s Memorias del subdesarrollo [Memories of Underdevelopment] (1965) subsequently attained renown in its internationally influential film version by Tomás Gutiérrez Alea for ICAIC (1968).
Kursbuch 18 featured a short translation from Desnoes’s memoir by Hildegard Baumgart, who also
published the first complete translation of El Cimarrón with Insel Verlag in the same year: Edmundo
Desnoes. Erinnerungen eines Zurückgebliebenen. In: Kursbuch 18 (1969), pp. 63–79.
13 Der Cimarrón. Aus den Erzählungen eines ehemaligen Sklaven. Kursbuch 15 (November 1968),
pp. 1–17; Manuela die Mexikanerin. Fünfzig Jahre cubanischer Geschichte, gesehen mit den Augen
einer Köchin. In: Kursbuch 18 (1969), pp. 8–28.
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of production, a critique first formulated in Gemeinplätze, die Neueste Literatur
betreffend:
Man erinnert sich an die Diskussion über die sogenannte Dokumentarliteratur, die hierzulande vor ein paar Jahren eingesetzt hat, und die seither in ihrer eigenen Sackgasse verharrt.
Das dürfte hauptsächlich daran liegen, daβ der Begriff des Dokuments so hohl ist. Nur wer
die einfachsten erkenntnistheoretischen Fragen zu ignorieren entschlossen ist, wird mit ihm
operieren. Meistens drückt er nicht mehr aus als eine vage Sehnsucht nach verlorener Authentizität […].14

Unsatisfied with the West German debate, Enzensberger’s conviction that testimonio offered a compelling set of literary-political concepts and devices prompted
him to become one of the earliest German translators of the genre. Testimonio, as
codified by the Casa de las Américas in 1970, emphasizes witnessing; emerges as
part of a collective process; is closely associated with oral forms and traditions;
and not only recognizes, but prizes subjectivity as complementing truth. The West
German documentary tradition, by contrast, emphasizes the selection and montage of already existing documents; is presented as broadly objective, even when
production processes necessarily entail subjective decision making on the author’s part; and is associated with either written or visual forms. The strong referentiality that characterizes testimonio in all of its various manifestations, together with its key functions to accuse, record, and animate resistance, shaped critics’ initial celebration of the genre internationally.15
Enzensberger often used the term factography to describe and translate testimonio in his correspondence with Suhrkamp, but closer consideration reveals
that the features he most valued in the Latin American texts were those that distinguished it from European documentary traditions. Moreover, he rejected contemporary European debates that positioned documentary in an oppositional relation to other forms of literary engagement. In a letter to Unseld from Cuba, he
14 Hans Magnus Enzensberger: Der Weg ins Freie. Frankfurt/M: Suhrkamp 1975, p. 113; Hans Magnus Enzensberger: Gemeinplätze, die Neueste Literatur betreffend. Kursbuch 15 (1968), pp. 187–
197.
15 The concept of a strong or omnipresent referentiality is Mabel Moraña’s: Documentalismo y
ficción: Testimnio y narrativa testimonial hispanoamericana en el siglo XX. In: Políticas de la escritura en América Latina: de la colonia a la modernidad. Caracas: Ediciones eXcultura 1997, pp. 113–
150. The three functions of testimonio specified here are fundamental to Ariel Dorfman’s definition
of the genre. Cf. Ariel Dorfman: Código político y código literario: el género testimonio en Chile hoy.
In: René Jara/Hernán Vidal (eds.): Testimonio y literatura. Minneapolis: Institute for the Study of
Ideologies in Literature 1986, pp. 170–243.
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wrote: “die situation der deutschen literatur sehe ich ähnlich wie du: ich halte die
alternative literatur/politik im prinzip für falsch, in der praxis für eine vorübergehende, vielleicht augenblicklich historisch nötige problemdarstellung. das
wird nicht so bleiben. am ende dieser entwicklung steht vielleicht, ich hoffe es,
eine bessere oder doch der weltsituation eher entsprechende, ‘zeitgenössischere’
literatur”.16 As to what such a literature might look like, Enzensberger wasted no
time in suggesting a number of authors of possible interest to Suhrkamp: Nicanor
Parra, José Martí, Che Guevara, and Miguel Barnet topped his list.

Abb. 1: Hans Magnus Enzensberger to Siegfried Unseld, La Habana, January 24, 1969.

16 Suhrkamp Verlag Correspondence with H.M.E., letter dated January 24, 1969. Deutsches Literaturarchiv Marbach [DLA]. As Martí’s inclusion makes clear, Enzensberger was concerned with contemporaneity in the sense of relevance to, rather than production in, the present moment.
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For all of his interest in revolutionizing a domestic documentary impulse, genealogies of documentary theatre focus overwhelmingly on the trio of Peter Weiss,
Rolf Hochhuth, and Heinar Kipphardt, and consistently omit Enzensberger.17
Surely, few would contest Weiss’s superior skill as a dramatist, but I suspect Enzensberger’s omission may have as much to do with his attempts—however incomplete—to integrate elements of a Latin American testimonial traditions and
material less easily assimilable into a (West) German (literary) history. Enzensberger’s selective adoption of Latin American concepts of the real, facticity, and
the document began to shift the frame of mid-century political narratives away
from (West) Germany, charting different geocultural constellations than those of
his contemporaries.
The content of canonical (West) German, twentieth-century documentary –
the Holocaust, Hiroshima, and our collective failure to prevent and adjudicate
atrocity – often overshadows its form and method. Yet even by this measure, Enzensberger’s work during this period surely deserves to be assessed as a deep
engagement with witness, atrocity, and accountability – one that departs from a
resolutely West German station.18 Kursbuch 1 opens pointedly with a translation of
Samuel Beckett’s Faux Départs – Falsch anfangen and closes more darkly with its
Dossier Aufzeichnungen von einem Prozeß, notably featuring Weiss’s “Frankfurter
Auszüge,” its first lines recounting the selection of deportees as they arrived by
train at Auschwitz. Enzensberger’s dissatisfaction with West German documentary coincides with his attempts to find and transmit forms commensurate with the
magnitude of past and contemporary violences. He reckons with false starts, only
to seek a new course via Latin American models. What end does the repeated
elision of the first volume of Kursbuch by contemporaries, critics, and literary and
cultural historians serve?19 To restore this volume to our narratives of literary and

17 See for example Thomas Irmer’s excellent and concise overview of documentary’s trajectory
since the 1920 s: Thomas Irmer: A Search for New Realities. Documentary Theatre in Germany. In:
The Drama Review 50/3 (2006), pp. 16–28.
18 I have elsewhere argued that Enzenzberger addressed the Auschwitz Trials not only in this
editorial capacity, but also by way of addressing Latin American material; he did so obliquely,
through particular types of comparison and the construction of unconventional routes. See Trnka:
Revolutionary Subjects (footnote 5), pp. 63–119. Weiss was always explicit in linking a moral responsibility to address genocide in German history and in the Third World (especially Vietnam);
Enzensberger’s tack was indirect. See Arlene A. Teraoka’s account of their different positions, public debates, and paradigms: East, West, and Others. The Third World in Postwar German Literature. Lincoln/London: University of Nebraska Press 1996, pp. 27–78.
19 This impulse to rewrite literary history seems already to have been embraced by Enzensberger’s
contemporaries. For example, Lennox cites author and critic Peter Hamm’s 1970 assessment of
Enzensberger and the journal to advance her own argument that Kursbuch 2 marked a pivotal mo-
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cultural history is to ask: why frame Enzensberger’s Kursbuch and the many editorial and translative experiments it engendered as Eurocentric rather than as
self-reflexive? Why should we preserve an approach to Enzensberger and his
work that privileges thinking in dichotomies over dichotomous thinking that
might, in fact, move us further along our shared path toward a decolonial future?
While significant attention has been paid to Enzensberger’s concern for redefining literature, literary genres, and the role of the intellectual broadly speaking,
plotting his literary-political trajectory squarely in a European tradition means
missing key transatlantic impulses that inform his project.20 Enzensberger’s (and
Barnet’s) positioning vis-à-vis the politics and efficacy of genre make visible precisely those generic features of contemporary Latin American literature which
drew Enzensberger to testimonio beginning in the mid- to late-1960s, even as he
had been attracted to Latin American avant-garde poetry a decade before. This
was an aesthetic and mode of political commitment encapsulated in Pablo Neruda’s phrase “impure poetry”.21 Or, to take Barnet’s own programmatic remarks: “I
no longer believe in genres, as the people have never believed in them.”22
In light of his editorial and critical work on Las Casas, we can be certain that
Enzensberger was familiar with some of testimonio’s antecedent traditions in colonial Latin America; from his correspondence with Unseld, we know, too, that he
was excited about a number of contemporary testimonios pre- and post-dating

ment for the West German New Left. Lennox: Enzensberger, Kursbuch, and ‘Third Worldism’ (footnote 8), p. 185.
20 The most careful research on the journal Kursbuch’s place in literary history by Enzensberger
scholar and Suhrkamp editor is an exception: Henning Marmulla: Enzensbergers Kursbuch (footnote 9). As a practical instantiation of Enzensberger’s genre critique, Marmulla cites the author’s
collaboration with composer Hans Werner Henze on the opera El Cimarrón, based on the testimonio
of Estéban Montejo as recorded and arranged by the Cuban enthnographer and author Miguel Barnet, translated into English as Biography of a Runaway Slave. Nonetheless, even as Marmulla draws
attention to Enzensberger’s increasingly experimental approach to genre and cross-cultural mediation from the 1960 s and into the 1970 s, his focus on the West German author overshadows the
Cuban author’s similar critique of genre. See esp. pp. 233–246. The opera premiered at the 1970
Aldeburgh Festival. The premiere was followed by the publication of the score and an extensive
project documentation: Hans Werner Henze: El Cimarrón. Biographie des geflohenen Sklaven Esteban Montejo. Rezital für vier Musiker. Text aus dem Buch von Miguel Barnet. Übersetzt und für
Musik eingerichtet von Hans Magnus Enzensberger. Mainz: Schott 1972; Hans Magnus Enzensberger et al.: El Cimarrón. Ein Werkbericht. Mainz: Schott 1972.
21 Cf. Claus Telge’s essay in this volume on: Übersetzen als Entharmonisierungsstrategie: Hans
Magnus Enzensbergers poésie impure. In: Internationales Archiv für Sozialgeschichte der deutschen Literatur (IASL) 44/2 (2019), pp. 382–398.
22 Miguel Barnet. The Alchemy of Memory. Afterward to M.B.: Biography of a Runaway Slave.
Trans. Nick Hill. Willimantic/CT: Curbstone Press 1994, p. 206.
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Barnet’s. Enzensberger’s choice of Barnet as his primary Latin American interlocutor foregrounds a specific strand of testimonial tradition, one that affirms a history of the genre and that highlights Cuba as a site of theoretical production,
which keeps with the New Left’s broad inclination toward Cuba as proof of the
primacy of subjective factors in contemporary revolution. Moreover, with Barnet
he advances a notion that authorial subjectivity resides in the license to treat testimony as primary material and to privilege the persuasive function of testimony
while maintaining its archival function.23
Enzensberger’s generic experiments coincided with a period of intense personal relationships with key Latin American thinkers, including Barnet, but also
poet, essayist, and President of the Casa de las Américas Roberto Fernando Retámar, novelist and musicologist Alejo Carpentier, and the influential anthropologist and theorist of transculturation Fernando Ortiz.24 Enzensberger may even have been directly involved in Latin American literary debates of the day via the
Casa de las Américas, on whose letterhead he wrote to his publisher from Havana
in 1969, on the eve of testimonio’s official codification.

23 In addition to the institutional support the Casa de las Américas lent to the production and dissemination of testimonios, Moraña points to the role of literacy campaigns in the proliferation of
testimonios in: Documentalismo y ficción (footnote 15), pp. 113–150. Other, proto-testimonial texts
to which Enzensberger might otherwise have turned his attentions date back to the 1930 s in Cuba
and Central America. See Ileana Rodríguez: Organizaciones populares y literatura testimonial: los
años treinta en Nicaragua y El Salvador. In: Rose Mine (ed.): Literatures in Transition: The Many
Voices of the Caribbean Area. Gaithersburg/MD: Montclair State College, 1982, pp. 85–96. Kimberly
A. Nance describes the persuasive and the archival functions of testimonio: Kimberly A. Nance: Can
Literature Promote Justice? Trauma Narrative and Social Action in Latin American Testimonio.
Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press 2006, pp. 125–126.
24 In addition to Barnet, Enzensberger’s correspondence with Unseld makes clear that he was in
contact with Roberto Fernández Retamar, to whom he asked that copies of his work be sent, and
Alejo Carpentier, and was familiar with writings by many other leading Latin American intellectuals, including Fernando Ortiz. Suhrkamp Verlag Correspondence with H.M. E., see for example his
letter dated April 6 1969 and telegram dated April 14 1969, DLA.
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Abb. 2a–d: Hans Magnus Enzensberger to Siegfried Unseld, La Habana, April 6, 1969.

As I hope even this abbreviated catalogue of Enzensberger’s translative and critical agendas begins to make clear, by the time he wrote his documentary drama
Das Verhör von Habana in 1970, Enzensberger was concerned to undertake the
generic translation of Latin American testimonio as an antidote to what he percei-
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ved as a naive documentarism in West Germany of the 1960 s. Ironically, the impact of an alternate concept of the testimonial on his own work across a range of
genres in the 1960 s is obscured by his decision to use court transcripts in Das
Verhör. I can only speculate as to his motivations in this regard, but it seems to
me that in his repeated insistence on the inauthenticity of the U. S. imperialist
position, and especially of those Cuban expatriates on trial in Habana, he may
have wanted to deny them the radical, collective subjectivity he had come to associate with testimonio and committed literature in Latin America. But neither
does the play sit easily with contemporary tribunal dramas in Germany as regards
content, character, or staging. For example, Enzensberger enthusiastically endorsed the 1970 Recklinghausen staging of Das Verhör, which called for West German
doubles to the scripted roles played by actors. Selected supposedly at random
from the festival audience, their responses to questions were designed to reveal
both structural and rhetorical similarities in the international bourgeoisie. In many respects, this technique more closely resembles documentary experiments since the 2000 s than it does contemporary practice.25
Whatever conclusion we draw about the play itself must be balanced against
his decision to devote significantly more time and attention to paratextual elements than to the dramatic text: His inordinately long introduction may constitute
a theatrical failing, but it is a hallmark of many testimonial texts, which are dramatic not by dint of their formal structures, but in the rhetorical decisions of authors and mediators, and in their confrontational posture vis à vis contemporary
realities—a strategy described in recent documentary theatre as adjacency.26
Attention to Latin American influences and interlocutors in Enzensberger’s
work has at least two major consequences. First, it challenges simplistic criticism
of his Eurocentrism, and asks readers to contemplate the circuitous paths that his
generic theories travelled. For example, his widely read and discussed essay
Europäische Peripherie invokes not only the paucity of available translations of
heterodox texts by Third World revolutionaries into German, but a generalized
inability to read them. To his imagined European audience, the appropriated and
re-signified language of Third World revolutionaries who speak colonial languages sounds used up, out of fashion, “wie eine Rückübersetzung”.27 But he goes on

25 For Enzensberger’s discussion of the Recklinghausen production, see Interview with Hans
Magnus Enzensberger. In: Weimarer Beiträge 17 (1971), p. 74. On recent experiments with audience
involvement, I have in mind productions by Rimini Protokoll, as discussed by Thomas Irmer: A
Search for New Realities (footnote 17), pp. 16–28, here p. 25 f.
26 Janelle Reinelt: Toward a Poetics of Theatre and Public Events. In the Case of Stephen Lawrence. In: The Drama Review 50/3 (2006), pp. 69–86, here p. 83.
27 Enzensberger: Europäische Peripherie. In: Kursbuch 2 (1965), pp. 154–173, here p. 163.
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to explain that that is not so. Even if “jede Parole ist eine Übersetzung,” we should
not discount the complexity and deliberate negotiation of the power differentials
at play.28 When read with Enzensberger’s broader, positive assessment of translation in mind, the passage’s emphasis shifts from a lament about linguistic and
cultural imperialism to an invitation to account for what Third World translations
of European theories of liberation have created. Theirs are minoritizing translations that generate the translative remainders Enzensberger describes in terms of
the almost uncanny effect of reverse translation.29 In the Latin American authors
whose generic innovations Enzensberger translated, we have an attempt to translate the revolutionary subject ‘back’ to a European audience. Texts and contexts
that can no longer be the same once they have been re-forged in powerfully transformative acts of translation – and even reverse translation – require Europeans
to learn how to read all over again, a fact which calls to mind Enzensberger’s
conviction that authors must promote political literacy.
Setting agendas for translation has long been foundational to the creation of
domestic reading subjects, what Lawrence Venuti calls “position[s] of intelligibility that [are] also ideological position[s]”.30 The literary and political effects of a
translative agenda that aligns itself with testimonio’s radical subjectivity are compounded when we consider that translation, testimonio, documentary, and their
critical reception share a set of concerns ranging from the very nature of literary
authorship and originality, to fidelity to a primary source, to translatability and
authenticity. Together, translation, testimonial, and documentary impulses in Enzensberger’s programmatic accounts of generic innovation point toward an underlying tension between the literary subjectivity of the author and the political
agency of an original speaker. Reframing our discussions to ask how successfully
Enzensberger negotiated the commonalities and contradictions of his dual roles
as translator and documentarist will, I believe, be more productive than rejecting
his rich and multiple translative procedures out of hand.
Enzensberger’s detractors have pointed to many of the same texts that I mention, asserting that his treatment of Latin America is instrumental and appropriative.31 His often strident rhetoric certainly participates in a strategic essentialism

28 Enzensberger: Europäische Peripherie. (footnote 27), p. 163.
29 On minoritizing translations and the concept of the remainder, see Lawrence Venuti: The Scandals of Translation: Towards an Ethics of Difference. New York/London: Routledge 1990, esp.
pp. 10 ff.
30 Lawrence Venuti: The Scandals of Translation (footnote 29), p. 68.
31 Sara Lennox’s approach is again exemplary of this line of criticism on Enzensberger’s Eurocentrism. Cf. Lennox Enzensberger, Kursbuch, and ‘Third Worldism’. The Sixties’ Construction of Latin
America (footnote 7), pp. 185–200.
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that addresses European concerns and aims to generate European responses; I,
too, often find it distasteful. I am also not invested in advancing an apologetics of
the New Left when I point out that Enzensberger’s alleged substitution of the
Third World for the proletariat was shared absolutely by Latin American intellectuals. The problem for me in methodological terms is not Enzensberger’s European focus, but how to account for that focus relationally, attending to how he
constructed new geocultural constellations in direct and indirect dialogue with
actual Latin Americans in ways we cannot account for if we assume he was interested only in a European idea of Latin America. We must take his commitment to
translation as our cue to learn how to read beyond disciplinary expectations and
with an openness to writing new, transnational literary histories.
In the spirit of this new literary historical trajectory, Enzensberger’s interest in
the relation of generic to political innovation illustrates the enduring geocultural
purchase of dialogically-constructed notions of ‘the real’ and ‘the document’ that
emerged from his engagement with Latin America. The novel cultural constellations that underlie his genre innovation help us attend to the relational and subjective construction of both material and literary worlds in part because they generate questions about the nature of voice and authenticity that span his work as
a translator, an editor, and an author. There is a parallel struggle to unsettle the
dichotomies original/translation and witness/document that adds under-acknowledged complexity to his engagement with Latin America as he worked to
establish a new authorial position for himself and a new position of intelligibility
for his audience.
By way of an unanticipated stop on a route befitting a Kursbuch, we might
place Enzensberger’s iconic narration of Literature’s death and burial in Berliner
Gemeinplätze32 alongside another funeral – one known well beyond German Studies. In José Ortega y Gassett’s 1936 essay on The Miseries and the Splendors of
Translation, an obligingly Socratic interlocutor protests the enumeration of the
difficulties any translator encounters, exclaiming, “You, sir, have murdered
translation, and we are all sullenly attending its burial.”33 The Spanish philosopher’s discourse on the utopian character of translation did not mark translation’s
demise; and neither did Enzensberger’s persistent concern for the impossibility
and necessity of an other literature occasion Literature’s death. Instead, both authors prompt us to undertake the splendid task of translating other cultures,

32 Enzensberger: Berliner Gemeinplätze. Die Neueste Literatur betreffend. In: Kursbuch 15 (1968),
pp. 187–197.
33 José Ortega y Gassett. The Miseries and Splendors of Translation. Transl. Elizabeth Gamble
Milter. In: Lawrence Venuti (ed.): The Translation Studies Reader. New York/London: Routledge
2000, pp. 49–63, here p. 52.
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forms, and commitments in our own places and times – and, like Ortega y Gasset’s figure of the ‘good utopian’ – be prepared to fail.
Even if we regard the immediate results of Enzensberger’s project as failed or,
minimally, incomplete translations, when we look beyond individual works to
networks of exchange and circulation, his documentary experiments have to be
located within both European and Latin American traditions. The connections
between Kursbuch’s broader literary-political agenda, the ‘commonplaces’ and
alternate routes Enzensberger sought to record and to chart, and his concurrent
experiments with various forms of first-person narrative and documentary, reveal
a pivotal relationship between Enzensberger’s changing concept of literature and
his increasing engagement with the then newly recognized genre of testimonio.
His encounter with Latin America opened avenues of literary experimentation distinct from the changes afoot among his European contemporaries. It allows us to
see more clearly how self-consciously political literature in West Germany was
embedded within a set of geopolitical and world-literary conversations. The limits
of Enzensberger’s aesthetic solidarity are not insignificant; his various attempts to
translate testimonial literature in the pages of Kursbuch and, later, to bring testimonial impulses to documentary texts as different as Der kurze Sommer der Anarchie (1972) and Das Verhör leave us with many more questions than answers. Nonetheless, they point towards productive new itineraries, setting the stage for
both encounters and, inevitably, dis-encounters, in transnational literary histories.
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